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FROM THE PRESIDENT
Dear Members,
As we approach the next conference that will be held April 1-3, 2016 in Kerrville, the board of
directors has had to step back and take a good hard look at the internal workings of the organization.
Based on our extensive review, it is apparent that some changes need to be made in order to ensure the
longevity and growth of the Texas Concealed Handgun Association. In the last board meeting, several
decisions were made in order to meet this end regarding website design, marketing, and training.
First, one of our top priorities is a new web design to boost membership and improve our working
relationships with other associations and businesses. Although our current website contains wonderful
and useful news, it is dated in design and does not compete with more modern websites. Thus it does not
engage and entice viewers to seek involvement with our association. Director Larry Arnold, in association
with his committee, is currently working on this project.
Second, is to market the association in order to promote our name to more than 829,000 CHL
holders. This will not only help increase membership, but also to allow more CHL holders to become an
integral part of our organization’s goals and allow TCHA to become a stronger legislative voice. Through
the use of email blast and social media programs, TCHA will continue to contact CHL instructors and
holders to let them know about the association and the training products that we offer. Recently Director
Susie Tackett has contacted various vendors about offering program discounts to our members. This has
already been met with success and the list of vendors will continue to grow. Check out the vendor page
on the association’s website.
Third, is to focus on becoming an organization that provides our members with quality TCHA
produced training programs. This will help us not only educate our members, but to maintain them
as well. This is not only through the production of DVD’s and workbooks, but also through TCHA
sponsored training events. In an effort to augment our very popular CHL PowerPoint and workbook,
TCHA is about to, or may have by the time you are reading this, complete a Basic Handgun class that
will include a competency-based examination. The hope is that this program will not only be useful to
our instructors, but to the community as well. Additionally, TCHA is working on a Train the Trainer
curriculum and plans to offer this training to instructors, future instructors, and members of the
association to enable them to have a better understanding of the adult learning process and the use of
various instructional techniques. It is our belief that a quality produced curriculum will meet a huge need
in the instructional community.

TCHA Membership has its perks:
Enterprise Car Rentals will give a 5% discount when a
car is rented if they are shown your TCHA membership
card.
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TCHA Standardized CHL PowerPoint
Lesson Plan
The definitive lesson plan dealing with the
Texas CHL program (DVD)
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$30.00

Although huge strides have already taken place in this last year with the acquisition of an executive
director, in which administrative items such as membership data is up-to-date, membership cards
and merchandise are distributed in a timely manner, phone calls are answered and returned daily, and
budget oversight has seen major improvement, TCHA still needs to promote its name and grow in its
professional appearance to attract and maintain members. Unfortunately all of this has a cost.
In attempt to be transparent, TCHA has never increased their membership fees since its inception,
even though the cost of doing business has increased tremendously in the last 18 years. For example,
an annual membership now costs the association $30.03, after you factor in the production cost of the
four journals that each member receives, the printing and lamination of the membership card, the use
of letterhead and an envelope, the cost of the supplied window decal, the cost of postage, the printing
and mailing of renewal notices, as well as other various associated administrative costs. With all this,
the board did vote to increase membership fees starting September 1, 2015. An annual membership
will increase to $30.00, a three-year membership will be $80.00, the senior-life membership (65 years or
older) will increase to $300.00, and a life membership will be $600.00.
Although it is never easy to notify members of an increase in fees, I hope I have laid out the vision
of where the board of directors would like to see TCHA grow and why it is necessary to have the funds
to provide the quality services and representation that is deserving of your membership. The vision
is there, but it will take all of us to make it happen: new website, increased marketing, quality training,
and most of all a pronounced interest in CHL holders becoming a TCHA member. Please continue
to spread the word to your associates, family, and friends about becoming a member of this great
organization.

NEWS YOU CAN USE

Traveling with firearms through
airports requires special care. The TSA’s Firearms & Ammunition section states
“Travelers may only transport UNLOADED firearms in a locked, hard-sided container
as checked baggage. The container must be completely secured from being accessed.
All firearms, ammunition and firearm parts, including firearm frames, receivers, clips
and magazines are prohibited in carry-on baggage.” Before you fly, please go to http://
www.tsa.gov/traveler-information/firearms-and-ammunition for additional guidelines.
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Did you know?
By Dean McCormick
DID YOU KNOW … ?
How wide is the gap between the front face of
a revolver’s cylinder and the rear end of the barrel?
Does it matter? And what is “end shake?”
If you look very closely at the side of a revolver,
with a strong backlight, you can see a little line of
daylight between the front face of the cylinder and
the barrel. Beyond saying to yourself, “There’s a gap,
but it’s really tiny. That looks about right,” how big
should that gap be?
Like Goldilocks, we’re looking for “just right.”
The Smith & Wesson Forum says that the factory
specs call for that gap to be between .004” (four
one-thousandths of an inch) and .010” (ten onethousandths of an inch). The Dan Wesson (They
make revolvers with interchangeable and ownerinstallable barrels.) owner’s manual says to set the
gap at .006”, and they provide a “feeler gauge” to
assist in making that setting. And, of course, if the
front of the cylinder isn’t perfectly square with the
axis of the cylinder, some chambers will be longer
than others.
Why a gap? The cylinder needs to be able to
rotate freely, without rubbing against the rear end of
the barrel.
If the gap is too wide, a lot of the pressure will
escape and there will be a significant bullet velocity
loss. If the gap is VERY wide, the bullet might not
even make it to the muzzle and will lodge in the
barrel!
If the gap doesn’t exist at all, the cylinder face
will rub against the rear end of the barrel and
prevent the cylinder from rotating. But why such a
large gap? Surely modern machining can make the
parts fit closer than that .006” that seems to be the
“ideal” amount.
Well, something goes on when a revolver fires –
heat is generated! And that heat is enough to make
the metal in the cylinder expand. How much will
the cylinder “grow” in length? Enough to make
the gun “lock up,” and the cylinder refuse to turn,
6

that’s how much! In my experience, Dan Wesson
got it right. On a revolver used only for big-game
hunting, where at most two or three shots are going
to be fired before the gun has time to cool down,
the shooter can get away with a little less clearance.
But if there is a chance that the shooter will want
to shoot a whole cylinder-full fairly rapidly, he’s
better off with a gap at the tightest chamber mouth
no narrower than .005.” That .006” clear space is
looking really good, all things considered.
“End shake” is the amount of “play,” or free
movement, of the cylinder, fore-and-aft, when the
cylinder is closed. There HAS to be some tolerance
between the parts, so the cylinder can turn freely, but
it shouldn’t be large. Smith & Wesson recommends
a maximum of .002”. How do you measure that?
Hold the revolver by the frame or grip, muzzle
up. Measure the gap at several places around the
cylinder. Then, hold the revolver, still muzzle up, by
the sides of the cylinder, so the weight of the gun
is being supported by the cylinder and the cylinder
is forced “forward” as far as it will go. Measure the
gaps again. If there’s more than .002” difference,
it’s time for the revolver to go tback to the factory,
or at least to a skilled and well-equipped gunsmith,
for repairs.
This repair is best done by installing a very thin
washer, or “shim,” at the front or rear of the cylinder,
to tighten things up. It SHOULDN’T be done by
peening some part to take away that excessive space
between parts.
Let me tell you, .002” is pretty tiny. If you’re
checking out your own revolvers, or even more
importantly considering buying one, “end shake”
is something you ought to check. A set of feeler
guages, in really fine thicknesses, would be mighty
handy. Lacking that, any front-and-back movement
more than barely visible is cause for suspicion.
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Summary of new laws, passed in the 84th Regular Legislative Session,
that impact Concealed Handgun Licensing.

Compiled by Mike Arnold

(Source: Texas Department of Public Safety (07-13-2015)
[Note: To help avoid legal problems, please pay close attention to the effective dates of new legislation. Dates may (and some do)
vary from the usual September 1.]

Open Carry

House Bill 910 Effective: January 1, 2016
Caption: Relating to the authority of a person who is licensed to carry a handgun to openly carry a holstered handgun;
creating criminal offense.
General Information:
• Authorizes individuals to obtain a license to openly carry a handgun in the same places that allow the licensed carry
ing of a concealed handgun with some exceptions. (See “Exceptions” below for more information.)
• Unconcealed handguns, loaded or unloaded, must be carried in a shoulder or belt holster.
• Individuals who hold a valid CHL may continue to carry with valid existing license.
• A separate license will not be required to open carry. No additional fee will be required.
• Individuals currently licensed will not be required to attend additional training. Training curriculum for 		
new applicants will be updated to reflect the new training requirements related to the use of restraint 			
holsters and methods to ensure the secure carrying of openly carried handguns. The new curriculum 			
will be required for all classes beginning January 1, 2016.
• The eligibility criteria to obtain a license to carry do not change.
• The department will be updating website, forms and training materials to reference License to Carry 			
(LTC) instead of Concealed Handgun License (CHL).
• Changes to the laminated license are being developed and will be implemented at a later date.
Signage:
• Private businesses may post signs to indicate entry on the property with a handgun by a license holder is 		
forbidden.
o Penal Code Section 30.06 provides the language to be included on signs to indicate license holders are
		 forbidden to carry concealed.
o Penal Code Section 30.07 provides the language to be included on signs to indicate license holders are forbidden
		 to open carry.
o Posting of both signs is an indication by the business that license holders are forbidden to carry 			
		 concealed or openly.
Exceptions:
• Open carry is not permitted by a license holder regardless of whether the handgun is holstered:
		 o
On the premises of an institution of higher education or private or independent institution of 		
			
higher education,
		 o
On any public or private driveway, street, sidewalk or walkway, parking lot, parking garage or 		
			
other parking area of an institution of higher education or private or independent institution of 		
			
higher education,
		 o
By an individual who is acting as a personal protection officer under Chapter 1702, Occupations 		
			
Code and is not wearing a uniform

Campus Carry

Senate Bill 11 Effective: August 1, 2016
Caption: Relating to the carrying of handguns on the campuses of and certain other locations associated with institutions
of higher education; providing a criminal penalty.
• Authorizes a license holder to carry a concealed handgun on or about the license holder’s person while 		

Cont. on pg 15
www.txchia.org
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THE STEPS TO ACCURATE HANDGUN SHOOTING
The Fundamentals and Beyond
by Dean McCormick & Mike Arnold
Installment 4, “Follow Through, the Neglected Fundamental”
This is the fourth and final article in this series.
If you missed any of the previous three, you can go to the TCHA web site, www.txchia.org, and click on the
“Newsletters and Articles” tab.
In the first article we talked about stance, position, and grip. In the second we talked about aiming. In the third
we talked about trigger control. Now we’ll talk about the fourth group of steps, collectively known as “follow
through.” These steps are easy to ignore, because they seem to come AFTER the shot is fired, so they seem
unimportant. Like unnecessary decoration on the icing on a cake. NOT SO, by a long stretch!

Why Bother?

Unless you’re one of those rare folks that learned to shoot when you stood barely taller than Granddad’s knee,
you probably played some other sports before you took up shooting. Didn’t the coach or teacher always stress
following through? Baseball, golf, tennis, archery, bowling, or even kicking a soccer ball, all require you to
“follow through” to complete the stroke or shot or release or kick. Did the coach ever tell you why that was
important? More than likely, not. Probably he or she just told you that “you have to, or you’ll mess it up. So do
it!” And when you DID do it, you got better results.
But we’ll break that follow through down into its parts, as they apply to handgun shooting, and tell you WHY
they work, and are important.
For the moment we’ll stick with golf, because everybody has at least seen a golf swing, even if they’ve never
played the game. It seems like it should be easy. The player has plenty of time, and nobody interferes with
him in any way. The ball just sits there, not moving at all, almost daring the player to hit it straight. The player
brings the club back, and then down and through the ball, but finishes up high - not finishing the swing until
the ball is LONG GONE. All golfers do it, and most of the good ones do it pretty much the same. Why do they
bother?
How can that high finish possibly affect where the ball goes? The ball left the club LONG before then! And
after it’s gone, no amount of gesturing or yelling or “body English” or even a heartfelt request for Divine
intervention seems to do anything. If you don’t play the game yourself, ask any golfer. They’ll tell you how little
good any of those actions do.
If you’ve ever seen a super-slow-motion movie of the club hitting the ball, you probably remember that the
club hitting the ball and the ball departing the club face isn’t really an event that’s over in an instant. The club
hits the ball, and the ball squashes partially against the club face, then regains its shape and flies away. It was in
contact for a short, but definitely measurable, amount of time.

Our lazy minds and muscles

This is the real heart of the matter. Our mind and muscles are lazy, and they lie to us to try to get out of
working as hard as they really need to in order to get the best results. To stick with the golf analogy, if the
player thinks that the shot is done when the club strikes the ball, he will actually (unconsciously, out of laziness)
start the process of stopping the club BEFORE the club gets to the ball! So the club will be slowing and losing
direction well before it hits the ball, and the shot will end up weakly hit, and the direction unpredictable.
The same thing applies to handgun shooting! It seems like the movement of the trigger and the departure of
the bullet happen within an immeasurably short span of time, but they do not. It takes time for the mind to
decide to increase pressure and make the trigger move and then for the muscles to make that happen. It takes
time for the internal parts of the trigger mechanism to move and for the firing pin to fall. It takes time for the
8
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firing pin to crush the primer cup, for the explosive pellet to detonate, and then for the powder to start to burn.
And then it takes even more time for the powder gases to build up pressure and start the bullet moving, then
to accelerate it and push it out of the barrel. A long time? Of course not. But still TIME. Time enough for
the shooter’s normal and inevitable movements, and maybe some disturbance of the gun by the trigger finger’s
movement, to move the gun off target.
That’s more than enough time for a shooter’s lazy mind and lazy muscles to decide that the shot is gone, a
fraction of a second before it actually is, and to start to relax. Relax from the mental effort of keeping the visual
focus on the front sight, when we all want to look at the target! Relax from the physical effort of continually
correcting (towards perfect) that sight alignment and the front sight’s position on the target! Maybe even start
to lower the gun from the target, if the shooter’s arms are starting to get tired.
In other words, the purpose of the follow through is to force ourselves, or trick ourselves, (your choice
of words) into FINISHING the shot! Or, if you prefer, keeping the sights on the target, until the bullet is
ACTUALLY GONE, instead of until we hope or imagine or expect that it is gone.
As applied to handgun shooting, the three steps to following through, (or parts of the single step, if you prefer)
are:
1. Hold the trigger back after it has moved to release the internal gun parts that actually fire the shot, at least
until you see the sights “rise” as the gun recoils.
2. Take a “mental snapshot” of exactly where the sights were when the shot “went off.” Remember that you were
pressing (Hopefully you remember that part from article # 3!) the trigger to ALLOW the gun to fire the shot,
not jerking the trigger to MAKE it fire. The gun decided exactly WHEN to fire.
3. Call the shot. That means to determine where you think the shot will impact. That might be “right on,” but
sometimes it’ll be somewhat off, like “about three inches right” or “at bottom of the black.” And not every shot
will be exactly on target! That’s because you’re still alive, so you WILL have wobbles and movement of the
sights.
The important thing is to call the shot and verify it by checking the target later. But before you look at the
target, you ought to have a firm idea in your mind about where the bullet went, at least within the accuracy
limits of the gun and ammo.
Stay focused on the front sight. DO NOT raise your head after every shot to verify shot placement. Save that
for the end of the string of shots, however many shots that is. Focus on the process, not immediately on the
outcome. If you have a properly functioning gun with properly adjusted sights and you properly followed the
shooting techniques above, the shot WILL go where you wanted it.
Of course, each of these steps will need some more discussion.

First follow-through step

The decision to hold the trigger back when the gun fires has to be made ahead of time, and practiced until
it becomes a habit, or a reflexive action. Call it “muscle memory” if you must, but it has to be a pre-made
decision. If it isn’t, you will release the trigger immediately after it moves, then remember, “OH, SHXX! I was
supposed to be holding the trigger back!”
And what happens then? Maybe at least a few times, you’ll mash the trigger again and get a “double” shot,
with the second one completely un-aimed. Don’t fret, it happens to almost everyone at least once. “Ball and
dummy” drills help cure that mental hiccup. In the meantime, no harm done. You’re ALWAYS keeping the gun
pointed in a safe direction anyway, aren’t you? That might be one of the several reasons for this rule!
The point is to decide ahead of time to hold the trigger back after the shot, do it, then make a conscious
decision to release pressure after you’re SURE the shot is gone. Dean likes to wait until the front sight is seen
coming back down, after the recoil. Or AT LEAST until it’s definitely on the way up, although that’s risky.
Easier for the shooter to cheat and to start the next trigger press for the next shot, before the follow through for
that shot is completely finished.
How far do you have to release the trigger? There’s no need to take the finger completely off the trigger. In fact,
www.txchia.org
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it’s better if you don’t. You don’t even have to release ALL the pressure. Just release enough pressure, and allow
enough forward movement, to allow the internal parts to RESET themselves and get back into position to fire
another shot. With most guns, the shooter will be able to both hear and feel the trigger mechanism re-set.
An added benefit of not completely releasing the trigger pressure is that the shooter is more likely to begin the
press for the next shot smoothly, and not get that “running start” at the next shot, which could turn the press
into a “yank on the bang lever.”
After the firing pin falls and the cartridge fires, the (trained) shooter will still be holding the trigger back,
so the trigger parts are still in their “fired” or “released” positions. When the shooter decides to release the
trigger, he should smoothly start relaxing the trigger finger’s pressure on the trigger, allowing the spring(s) in
the mechanism to move the trigger forward. He shouldn’t release the trigger abruptly or let his finger “fly” or
“bounce” forward and completely off the trigger.
First of all, if the shooter does that too soon, before the bullet is completely out of the barrel (It is possible to do
that!), the abrupt release of pressure will jiggle the whole gun and perhaps cause a miss.
Second of all, moving the finger completely off the trigger means that the shooter will have to go through the
full “adding pressure” process for the next shot, starting from the beginning. That’s both unnecessary and
possibly harmful, to both accuracy and speed.
Mike has a technique for shooters who are having trouble with a trigger finger that wants to “fly off ” or “bounce
off ” the trigger. He makes them say, out loud, “I have re-acquired the target, I have heard and felt the trigger
re-set, and I am again pressing the trigger.” Saying this out loud is discontinued after the shooter has overcome
this bad habit. If continued after it is no longer necessary, all this talking is just a waste of time, slowing the
shooter down.
A bit of restatement: How far should you release the trigger? Release pressure, and allow forward trigger
movement, only until the internal parts “reset” themselves, with the sear fully engaged with the corresponding
surface of the hammer! Sometimes you can hear a “click” when those parts reset, or sometimes you can feel
when they do. Different guns will have a different feel when this happens. That’s what you discover and
practice in your dry-fire or “ball and dummy” sessions. You might want to refer back to the appropriate part of
article #3, to review how this is done. In any case, when this is done, you’re ready immediately to re-align sights
and the target and start adding trigger pressure for the next shot.
Another “blast from the past:” Slow is smooth, and smooth can become fast, with GOOD practice. You might
even trim down your “splits” (the time between shots in a rapid-fire string), without any loss of accuracy!
Practice doesn’t always make perfect. Practice makes (relatively) permanent. It allows the shooter to establish
habits. Unfortunately, if you practice bad techniques, it makes you establish BAD habits! When you’re
fatigued you are more likely to become lax in following the proper procedures. Therefore, if you’re too tired
to force yourself to practice the proper techniques, you’re too tired to be practicing. So take a rest break,
because practicing the wrong things is doing you more harm than good, besides being a waste of expensive
ammunition. PERFECT PRACTICE makes perfect!

An aside about how triggers work

To understand that concept, you first have to understand how the trigger in a (conventional) firearm works.
Brace yourself for some pretty esoteric “inside baseball” (really “inside the gun”) information. In order to fire,
a cartridge has to receive a blow from a firing pin, sharp and strong enough to crush the tiny pellet of explosive
that constitutes the primer, and cause that explosive to detonate. That detonation produces a very sudden
eruption of flame, which ignites the main powder charge and produces the hot, expanding gases that will push
the bullet through and out of the barrel.
The firing pin moves because it is hit by a spring-loaded hammer, or because it is powered directly by a “striker,”
which may be the firing pin itself or another part directly connected to the firing pin. In either case, some part
is held back by some other mechanical part. Moving the trigger makes that second mechanical part, called a
“sear,” move out of the way of the hammer or striker, which is under spring pressure and is “trying” to move

10
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forward.
The resistance you feel as the “weight” of the trigger release is the friction of those metal parts moving against
each other. It’s mainly the friction of the sear sliding across the engagement surface of the hammer/striker, but
also the friction of all the other trigger linkage parts moving in contact with the other parts they touch.
Often, there’s also the need to compress one or more springs that may be present at various places in the
trigger mechanism. On a firearm with a two-stage trigger, like many military rifles, the first part of the trigger
movement doesn’t move the sear at all, just compresses a spring. So the trigger seems to the shooter to start
out needing very little pressure to move it, then gets “heavier” at the end. The gun won’t fire until that greater
resistance is overcome. Most civilian guns have single-stage triggers, which lack this feature. Any trigger
movement at all, beyond what’s taking up any tiny spaces between the parts, causes the sear to begin to slide
out of its engagement with the hammer (or striker).
If those parts, especially the engagement surfaces between the sear and hammer are rough, the trigger will
seem heavy and “gritty” or “creepy.” This is made worse if the spring pressure holding those two parts together
is heavy. A gunsmith’s “trigger job” mainly consists of polishing those key parts or replacing the original parts
with smoother and/or harder steel parts, and in some cases replacing one or more springs with softer, weaker
ones.
Inexperienced or “Kitchen table” gunsmiths, BEWARE! This is not a job for the untrained amateur!
It’s critically important that the parts be merely polished and perhaps hardened, but the angles at which those
parts meet must not change. If they do, there is a big danger that the gun could then “go off ” by itself, or from
a light blow or even vibration. This is why it’s important that trigger jobs only get done by people who know
what they’re doing, and have the proper tools to
keep the angles and tolerances where they should
be.
ttwo.
It’ss as simple
It
e as one tw
o.

Second follow-through step

Take the “mental snapshot” of where the sights
were, in relation to the target, when the shot
actually fires. Remember from installment
#2? You were focusing your vision on the front
sight, rather than on the target, weren’t you?
This is part of the “acid test” for flinching, or
anticipating the shot. Ideally, you will actually
SEE the front sight abruptly rise from its aiming
point, as the gun starts to recoil. With practice,
you will come to remember where each shot
in a string “should” have gone. In fact, that’s a
good way to check yourself, and be sure you are
actually “staying with the shot” until the bullet is
actually gone.
If you don’t remember seeing the front
sight jump, you probably are blinking in
ANTICIPATION of the shot, rather than
blinking, as many shooters do involuntarily, at
the arrival of the blast of noise when the gun
fires. Since most of the noise comes when the
pressure behind the bullet is released as the bullet
leaves the muzzle, that blinking in RESPONSE to
the bang can’t disrupt your aim.

EVERY GUN LA
LLAW
AW
AW
SPELLED OUT
IN PLAIN ENGLISH

DON’T END UP
IN MORE TROUBLE
THAN THE CROOK

Only $14.95 each—get both for $25!

Better than guessing: know the rules and stay safe.
Deep discounts for instructors, ranges and stores—
great for your students and customers!

Call 1-800-707-4020

GunLaws.com
GET THEM AS eBOOKS TOO

“If you knew all your rights you might demand them.”
BLOOMFIELD PRESS Fighting for our rights since 1989
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CONDITION WHITE, FROM THE KNEES DOWN
by Dean McCormick

O

f course we should all know the late Col. Jeff Cooper’s color codes for levels of alertness, and
follow his advice to “Live in the yellow.” For those not already familiar, here is a simple summary
of Cooper’s color codes, for the states of mental alertness:
Condition White: Completely relaxed and inattentive, unaware of one’s surroundings. Many people
live that way most of the time, and it is a testament to how safe we usually are in this country, that most
of those people live full life-spans.
Condition Yellow: A state of “relaxed alertness.” Cooper believed that a person could live essentially
his whole life, except while sleeping, in Condition Yellow, without suffering any harm or stress. In
Condition Yellow, he would be alert enough to become aware of things that would put him into the
next higher state of alertness.
Condition Orange: Awareness of a specific potential threat. “What is that person down the block
up to? He looks questionable to me. He could be a problem, and must be watched.” If that person’s
actions continue to indicate hostility or danger, it will be possible to make a smooth transition, without
panic or “freezing-up,” to the next, and highest, state of alertness.
Condition Red: Determination that it will be necessary to fight or flee, immediately or nearly so. “I
was aware that this might happen, and I have a good idea what to do about it.”
Cooper believed that most people, even if not tactically trained, could usually do a pretty good job
of handling threats or other emergencies, if they had gone through the transition of these stages, or
mental conditions. He believed that disasters were likely when someone tried, or was forced, to go
from Condition White directly to Condition Red.
I hereby offer my apologies to Col. Cooper’s ghost if I have offended by oversimplifying or getting
something wrong in this explanation. But this is my understanding of the concept, in a nutshell.
Now for my own story:
It was just a couple of weeks after the heavy Memorial Day (2015) rains in Central Texas. I had
blessedly taken no damage at my place, but had just gotten a LOT of rain. Weeds near my front door
had been leaping out of the ground, and I hadn’t yet gotten around to beating them down.
It was a couple of minutes after 8:00 am, full daylight in early June. I had an appointment set in town
for 10:00 that morning, and I was thinking about how many errands I could get accomplished before
the appointment. And what things I would need to bring along to accomplish them. My “everyday
ride” is a small-frame, crew cab Chevy pickup. I strode briskly out of my front door, with a double
handful of bags and boxes of the things I expected to need on my errands. I opened the driver’s side
back door to stow them on the back seat, leaned in to shove them across the seat, and felt a tap on my
pants cuff. I was wearing fairly new Khaki slacks, so the factory crease and the material itself were still
pretty crisp and stiff. That bit of dumb luck might have saved me a lot of trouble.
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I leaned back out of the back seat, looked back at my right heel, and discovered I had unexpected
company. There, on the gravel surface of my driveway, coiled and quivering, was a rattlesnake! Not
the biggest nor the smallest snake I’ve ever seen, he was about 3 1/2 feet long, and maybe a little thicker
at mid-body than a typical Texas smoked sausage. His tail was back in the weeds, so I couldn’t see any
rattles, but the triangular head was unmistakable. I hadn’t heard any rattling. Was he one of those
snakes that doesn’t rattle? Or had too many years of shooting range time with insufficient hearing
protection taken more of a toll on my hearing than I had realized? I’ll never know. I don’t even know
if he had his fangs extended. But there was no penetration of my pant cuff, nor, more importantly, of
my precious hide!
There were more immediate things to think about than my next audiology test. The option to
crawl through the back seat and get out on the other side of the truck didn’t occur to me, although in
hindsight that would have been the best action to take. As it was, I was “pinned” between the truck
body and the open back door. The snake blocked the only way out of the bottom of that “V” where I
was standing. I had a pistol, but it was loaded with Gold Dot hollow-point ammunition, not “snake
shot” cartridges. I didn’t really want to shoot nearly straight down onto coarse gravel, especially that
close to my feet, my truck, and my house. So I backed as far away from the snake as I could, while
considering my options.
The nearest shovel wasn’t far away, but to get it I would have had to go OVER the snake. Not an
appealing choice. While I was thinking, apparently the snake was, too. I was way too big for him to
eat, and it seems he wasn’t just spoiling for a fight. So he slithered backwards just a bit (I didn’t even
know snakes could do that!), turned around and escaped through the weeds. I just saw a momentary
ripple in the tall grass and then he was GONE.
So it seems that non-violent dispute resolution sometimes works, and we (mostly he) found a winwin solution! Actually, I don’t believe he was “sneaking up on me.” I think that my abrupt appearance
and rapid movement toward the parked truck surprised and cornered HIM, there at the edge of my
driveway, while he was field rat hunting or going about some other normal-normal snake business.
I don’t know what he learned from the encounter, nor even if snakes are capable of learning much.
Or care. But what can I, and we, learn?
“Live in the Yellow,” was Col. Cooper’s advice. And that includes being aware of what’s on the
ground, I discovered that morning. I don’t think I was so deeply into Condition White that I’d have
failed to notice a person, or even a stray cow or a dog, anywhere near. But I clearly wasn’t solidly
enough in Condition Yellow to notice a very real threat, literally at my feet and only ten feet from my
front door. Also, of course, I realized that I need to get caught up on that yard work. Ugh!
So stay safe, and think Yellow!

www.txchia.org
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Third follow-through step

“Call” the shot. This directly follows from remembering where you THOUGHT the shot was going to go. This
is the second part of that almost-can’t-fail, acid-test to make sure you’re doing it right. If you then examine
the target (This is easier to do if you only fire a single shot or a short string.), you should be able to find the
hits where you predicted. As mentioned above, check the target only after you have fired the pre-determined
number of shots. Don’t “peek” after every shot to check the impact points!
If you can do this consistently, you’re well on the way to shooting well. It means that you really did keep your
visual focus on the front sight until the shot was actually fired. This is in contrast to keeping your focus on the
front sight until you DECIDE to shoot, and then shifting your focus to the target, or blinking ahead of time.
Either is an easy trap to fall into! Forcing yourself to call your shots will expose those possible flaws in your
technique and help correct them.
If you are successfully and accurately calling your shots, congratulations. If not, what to do? Get with a coach, if
possible, and do the “ball and dummy” drill as discussed in installment #3. Force yourself to “call” the dummy
shots, too. Tell the coach, or yourself, where the shot WOULD HAVE GONE, if there had been a live round in
the chamber. That’s how you build the habit of taking that mental snapshot and calling the shot, every time.

Summary and wrap-up

Go back and re-read all four installments, and try to incorporate ALL of those techniques into your practice
sessions. You might not become a threat to take a trophy at the National Matches, or even the champion of
your local USPSA club’s events, but you WILL shoot more accurately than you did before. And probably more
accurately than you ever thought possible.
Good luck, and good shooting to you!
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•

•
•
•

the license holder is on the campus of an institution of higher education or private or independent institution of higher education in this state. Open carrying of handguns is still prohibited at these locations.
Authorizes an institution of higher education or private or independent institution of higher education 		
in this state to establish rules, regulation, or other provisions concerning the storage of handguns in 			
dormitories or other residential facilities that are owned or leased and operated by the institution and located on the
campus of the institution.
Requires the president or other chief executive officer of an institution of higher education in this state 		
to establish reasonable rules, regulations, or other provisions regarding the carrying of concealed handguns by license
holders on the campus or on specific premises located on the campus.
Authorizes posting of a sign under Penal Code Section 30.06 with respect to any portion of a premises on which
license holders may not carry.
The effective date of this law for a public junior college is August 1, 2017

Various Other Changes

House Bill 554 Effective: September 1, 2015
Caption: Relating to a defense to prosecution for the offense of possessing or carrying a weapon in or into the secured
area of an airport.
• Amends the Penal Code to add a defense to prosecution if the actor possessed a handgun that he or 			
she is licensed to carry at the security checkpoint of an airport, and exited the screening checkpoint for 		
the secured area immediately upon completion of the required screening process and notification of 			
possession of the handgun.
• Adds the actor cannot be arrested for the sole offense of possessing a handgun that he or she is licensed 		
to carry, unless a police officer gives the actor the opportunity to leave the area and he or she does not immediately
comply.
House Bill 1376 Effective: September 1, 2015
Caption: Relating to the application of certain concealed handgun license laws to community supervision and corrections
department officers and juvenile probation officers; reducing a fee.
• Allows supervision officers and juvenile probation officers to establish proof of proficiency by a sworn 			
statement that indicates the person demonstrated proficiency with a firearm instructor licensed by the Texas 		
Commission on Law Enforcement within the 12 month period preceding the application for the license 		
to carry.
• This provision applies to supervision officers appointed or employed under Section 76.004, Government 		
Code, to supervise defendants placed on community supervision.
• Reduces the fee for a license to carry to $25 for these individuals.
• Individuals applying under this special condition will be required to provide proof they are a supervision 		
officer or juvenile probation officer.
• A new fee schedule will be posted on the department’s website.
House Bill 2739 Effective: September 1, 2015
Caption: Relating to the use of a concealed handgun license as valid proof of personal identification.
• Amends the Business and Commerce Code to require businesses to accept a concealed handgun license 		
(CHL) as a valid form of personal identification for access to goods, services, or facilities.
• Does not affect laws requiring a driver license to operate a motor vehicle.
• Does not effect the existing requirement to present a driver license when renting a car.
• Does not affect the type of identification required under federal law to access airport premises or to pass 		
through airport security.
House Bill 3710 Effective: September 1, 2015
Caption: Relating to a voluntary contribution to the fund for veterans’ assistance when applying for a concealed handgun
license.
• Requires DPS to offer CHL applicants an opportunity to contribute money to the fund for veterans’ assis		
tance when applying for an original or renewal CHL license.
• The applicant will determine the amount of contribution.

Cont. on pg 20
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QA
&

with Larry Arnold

Question:

What is the course of fire
for a CHL? Will this meet
the requirements of a retired
officer with the proper ID from
the state but no CHL? As it is
now I have to travel 8hrs and
stay overnight to qualify at the
PD I retired from.
Thanks-Tom G

Answer:

The CHL course of fire is
close to what a retired officer
needs in Texas. There are two
differences:
1. The retired LEO must fire
five rounds of “duty ammo.”
2. The retired LEO must
demonstrate a reload.
When I certify officers I use
the standard CHL course of
fire. In addition, during the last
exercise at 7 yards the shooter
has fifteen seconds to fire
five rounds of “duty ammo”
(hollowpoints) by loading
two, and reloading with three
rounds.
The CHL course of fire is
at http://texreg.sos.state.
tx.us/public/readtac$ext.
TacPage?sl=R&app=9&p_
dir=&p_rloc=&p_tloc=&p_
ploc=&pg=1&p_
tac=&ti=37&pt=1&ch=6&rl=11
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Question:

I am trying to find out if
Texas recognizes Ohio CCW.
I know as of March 23, 2015
that the Governor of Ohio
signed reciprocity with 5 states
and names Texas as one of
those states. But none of the
Reciprocity Maps show that
Texas recognizes Ohio. So I
am confused. Thank You for
any information.
Thanks Scott F.

Answer:

The official Ohio
announcement is at http://
www.ohioattorneygeneral.
gov/Media/News-Releases/
March-2015/AttorneyGeneral-DeWine-AnnouncesConcealed-Carry
According to it Ohio and Texas
have a reciprocity agreement.
However, the DPS reciprocity
page still doesn’t show it. So
I’m confused as well. Update:
Below is the information on
DPS’s website “Effective April
28, 2015, Governor Abbott
has issued a proclamation
that allows persons with
concealed handgun licenses
from Ohio to legally carry in
Texas. Ohio residents will be
required to follow Texas law
while carrying in this state.
NOTE: Texas only extends
www.txchia.org

reciprocity to Ohio concealed
handgun licenses issued on
or after March 23, 2015.”
For detailed information, go
to https://www.dps.texas.
gov/rsd/chl/legal/reciprocity/
OhioProclamation.pdf.

Question:

Hello, I’m looking for
someone that can answer a
question. I have my carry
permit from Florida and I
know it is legal in Texas when
I’m visiting but if I move here
will I need to get a new one
before mine goes out of date to
be able to carry legally.
James C.

Answer:

You can carry in Texas as long
as your Florida license is valid.
Legally you may even renew
your Florida license (subject
to Florida’s laws) and continue
carrying on it.
However, if you move to
Texas I highly recommend
getting a Texas CHL. Florida,
for instance, only recognizes
resident licenses, so they (and
other states) may not recognize
a Florida license if you reside
in Texas. Also, if the worst
happens and you have to
defend yourself, I wouldn’t

want to have to explain to a
jury that I blew off the Texas
class, including learning about
Texas law, and didn’t get a
Texas CHL.

The license class is mostly
about Texas law and other
subjects, not about shooting a
handgun. You are not required
to take a preparatory shooting
class, but I highly recommend
it.

Question:

Hello, I was wondering what
class or classes do I have to
take to obtain my license?
Also, I am not that familiar
with hand guns and this would
be my first time shooting one.
Does this mean I would have
to take extra classes?
Felipe B.

Answer:

You have to take the Texas
handgun license class from a
Department of Public Safety
qualified instructor. There’s a
list of Association instructors
at http://www.txchia.org/inst.
htm

when CHLs renew, but again
we haven’t heard that.

Question:

Where can I purchase the
30.07 door poster for my retail
building?
Thank you, Vicki C.

Question:

There are provisions about
having the instruction course
include ways to safely use
open carry holsters. Do you
know if this means current
CHL holders will have to take
a refresher course or maybe go
through the whole course again
before they can open carry?
Regards, Dennis D.

Answer:

As far as I know no such plan
has been mentioned, at least as
far as more classroom instruction. DPS could set up something online to be completed

Answer:

I don’t think anyone’s making 30.07 signs yet. The
open carry law doesn’t take
effect until January 1.
As soon as we receive our
updates from Department of
Public Safety, they will be
available for instructors, and
others who wish them.

Larry Arnold is a longtime firearm and CHL Instructor. He is also a member of the TCHA Board of Directors and is our
Legislative Director and Webmaster. Each quarter Larry provides us with the most interesting questions directed to our
website.

“Personally, I carry a gun because I’m too young to die and too old to
take an ass whoopin’.”
www.txchia.org
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Bulldog’s

Corner

I am the Flag of the
United States
of
America

I’ve been asked by many about my opinion of the
confederate flag being flown in certain places. Although I
do believe that you can do whatever you want on your own
property and fly whichever flag you wish, pushing your
beliefs on others in a public place or a business is not too cool. This is America. We have a flag. I don’t
see a Methodist coat of arms in an Episcopalian church, An A&M flag at UT, or a Green Bay Packer’s
flag flying in Chicago’s Soldiers field.

Another way of looking at it is that we don’t like to see or at least I don’t like an Iraqi flag or
a Vietnamese flag flying. We won a war against the Germans, Japanese, and also, Mexico and the
Confederate states of America just to name a few. I see people getting real upset when they see the
Mexican flag anywhere. I’ve heard “go back to your own country if you love it.” Well, just like the
confederacy, Texas was Mexico at one time. It was France, Spain, and stood alone as a republic. It’s like
telling Native Americans to go home. Sounds stupid, doesn’t it? Although I do believe that if you want
to fly a Mexican, Confederate, or NAACP flag, do it on your own property. I travel all over the state and
I see confederate flags along with Texas flags, but my favorite is the Texas flag along with the American
flag.
All countries have their share of wrong doings, we all know that. I know you don’t believe everything
our government tells us, but this is still my country. It’s where I choose to be. Putting another flag
before mine I could never do. I have a Pena Family crest flag in my home and it’s in my office room. It’s
personal, it’s my family’s flag.
We here in Texas are unique in the sense that we have been all of these countries at one time or
another. I know Texans get red hot when you try to tell us what we can and cannot do.
We have a Texas flag. We have the right to fly it as tall as the American flag. It’s written in our
agreement with the United States when we joined. Here is where it gets sticky, we joined the United
States, Not the Confederate States. If we had, I could see a different colored point to all of this.
We had a cousin of Kathy’s visit us from Poland a while back and the boys were all still in High
School. We had the American flag out, the High School flag out, one was going in the Army, and so we
had that flag out, along with the Texas flag. Her cousin could not believe we could do that. Seems that
across the pond you would get shot for that. Let’s enjoy our freedoms with a sense of dignity.
Anyway, that’s my rant for the day. Here’s a little poem I heard recently. Thought I’d pass it along.
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I am the flag of the United States of America.
My name is Old Glory.
I fly atop the world’s tallest buildings.
I stand watch in America’s halls of justice.
I fly majestically over institutions of learning.
I stand guard with power in the world.
Look up and see me.
I stand for peace, honor, truth and justice.
I stand for freedom.
I am confident.
I am arrogant.
I am proud.
When I am flown with my fellow banners,
My head is a little higher,
My colors a little truer.
I bow to no one!
I am recognized all over the world.
I am worshiped - I am saluted.
I am loved - I am revered.
I am respected - and I am feared.
I have fought in every battle of every war for more than 200 years. I was flown at Valley Forge,
Gettysburg, Shiloh and Appomattox.
I was there at San Juan Hill, the trenches of France,
In the Argonne Forest, Anion, Rome and the beaches of Normandy.
Guam, Okinawa, Korea and Khoisan, Saigon, Vietnam know me.
I’m presently in the mountains of Afghanistan and the hot and dusty deserts of Iraq and wherever
freedom is needed.
I led my troops, I was dirty, battle worn and tired,
But my soldiers cheered me and I was proud.
I have been burned, torn and trampled on the streets of countries I have helped set free.
It does not hurt for I am invincible.
I have been soiled upon, burned, torn and trampled in the streets of my country.
And when it’s done by those whom I’ve served in battle - it hurts.
But I shall overcome - for I am strong.
I have slipped the bonds of Earth and stood watch over the uncharted frontiers of space from my
vantage point on the moon.
I have borne silent witness to all of America’s finest hours.
But my finest hours are yet to come.
When I am torn into strips and used as bandages for my wounded comrades on the battlefield,
When I am flown at half-mast to honor my soldier,
Or when I lie in the trembling arms of a grieving parent
At the grave of their fallen son or daughter, I am proud.

www.txchia.org
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House Bill 2604 Effective: September 1, 2015
Caption: Relating to a concealed handgun license application that is submitted by a peace officer or a member of the state
military forces.
• Exempts applicants who are active peace officers from the requirement to submit fingerprints.
• Repeals the provisions requiring a sworn statement from the head of the employing law enforcement agen		
cy regarding the applicant’s conduct and proficiency.
• Regulatory Services Division (RSD) is in the process of updating the online application checklist. Until the 		
online application is updated, peace officers may disregard the notations requiring fingerprints and the 		
sworn statement from the head of their employing law enforcement agency.
• Updated application instructions for peace officers will be posted on the department’s website upon the 		
effective date of this law.
• RSD is in the process of updating the online application to accept contributions. More information will be 		
posted here when the option to contribute is available.
House Bill 3747 Effective: June 16, 2015
Caption: Relating to the issuance of a concealed handgun license to certain retired judicial officers.
• Authorizes retired federal judges to receive a discounted CHL in the same manner as a retired state judge.
• The reduced fee is $25. A new fee schedule will be posted on the department’s website.
Senate Bill 273 Effective September 1, 2015
Caption: Relating to certain offenses relating to carrying concealed handguns on property owned or leased 		
by a governmental entity; providing a civil penalty.
• Prohibits a state agency or political subdivision from posting signs stating where CHL holders are prohib		
ited from carrying a concealed handgun on the premises, unless specifically prohibited by Texas Penal Code 		
46.03 and 46.035.
• Provides a civil penalty to a state agency or political subdivision if falsely notifying a CHL holder that en		
tering or remaining on certain governmental premises, leased or owned, is illegal.
• Limits the scope of the governmental meeting prohibition by restricting it to the specific room or rooms in which
the meeting is being held, and to public meetings for which notice is required under the Open Meetings Act.
• Provides an opportunity for the agency or subdivision to cure the violation within three business days of receipt of
written notice from a citizen.
• Complaints of a violation are reported to the Attorney General Office.
• Provides the Attorney General must give notice to the agency or subdivision and provide an opportunity to cure the
violation before a civil penalty is imposed.

________________________________________

Practice, Practice, Practice
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TCHA Store
For fastest service, order directly from our website at txchia.org.
For those without internet access please fill out and mail this page to
Texas Concealed Handgun Association, P.O. Box 161713, Austin, TX 78716
CLASSROOM AIDS
Sign set (TABC 51%, TABC Felony Notice, 30.06 Eng. & Span.) $10
TCHA Standardized Student Workbook (8 ½ x 11, spiralbound)
50+ copies, $5 each. 10-49, $6.50 each. 1-9, $10 each.

Qty _____ Price $ ____
Qty _____ Price $ ____

TCHA Standardized Power Point DVD (The definitive lesson plan, companion
to the workbook listed above) $30
Qty _____ Price $ ____
Traveler’s Guide to the Firearms Laws of the Fifty States, (2015 Edition)
by J. Scott Kappas $14
Qty _____ Price $ ____

TCHA Logo Merchandise
Window Decal (3” Round, exterior) $3
Qty _____ Price $ ____
TCHA Patch (3” Round, embroidered) $5
Qty _____ Price $ ____
TCHA Life Member Patch (4” tall X 3” wide, round plus rockers. Embroidered.
Available only to Life Members) $5
Qty _____ Price $ ____
All merchandise with the TCHA logo is now available only through our website, TXCHIA.ORG. Look
for the links to merchandise and “apparel and gear” and shop for an expanded line of hats, shirts,
and other gear bearing the TCHA logo.

Shipping:

Shipping $___________
$10.00 -		
$19.00 = $5.00
Subtotal $___________
$20.00 - $49.99 = $8.00
$50.00 - $74.99 = $11.00
TAX @ 8.25% $___________
$75.00 - $99.99 = $14.00
$100.00 & up = $17.00
Total $___________
Call 1-866-516-5117 for details
on special orders*

Name: ____________________________________________________________________________________
Mailing Address: ___________________________________________________________________________
City: _______________________ County: __________________ St. ______________ Zip: _______________
Home Phone: __________________________________ Bus. Phone: _________________________________
E-Mail Address: ____________________________________________________________________________
Card Number: ______________________________________ Exp. Date: ______________ CVV# _________
www.txchia.org
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Price

by: Mike Arnold

I’ve been told that the sub-title of this installment should be, “Why Should You Pay More For My Class, When
You Will Get The Same License With A Cheaper One?”
Fact: You will get the same license, whether you take my longer class and pay a higher price, or whether you take
a (minimum required) 4 hour class at a bargain basement price.
Why is there such a pricing disparity between the cost of my class and the cost of others? The short answer is that
everybody charges what they believe their class is worth. As an instructor, if you believe your class is only worth
$30 or $40, that’s probably what you’ll charge.
Another possibility is that the CHL Class is only incidental to the instructor’s primary business. The CHL Class
then becomes nothing more than a “loss-leader item” to get you to spend more money on firearms or range fees.
In such instances, the CHL Class is of much less importance than is the primary business of selling firearms. I
will leave an assessment of class quality to your imagination.
Other facts to consider:
•
Does the bargain-basement class include free pre-class firearms training?
o Ours does. Why? Because we realize that the State required proficiency test is ridiculously simple, and we
		 believe a little extra training might prove to be very beneficial in a bad situation.
•
Does the bargain-basement class offer continuing education classes?
o Ours does. Why? We offer a wide range of shooting and non-shooting classes for students who believe
		 that more options increases their chance of winning in a “serious social encounter.” Some additional train
		 ing is occasionally offered at no charge.
•
Does the bargain-basement class charge you a separate range fee?
o Ours does not. Only range fees associated with our separate, “free” shooting instruction are not included
		 in our base price.
•
Will the bargain-basement class “rent” you a gun for taking your Range Proficiency Test?
o We will “loan” you a firearm (no charge) for either the free pre-class fundamentals instruction, or the in		 class Range Proficiency Test, or both.
•
Does the bargain-basement class put primary emphasis on (1) education of the students, or (2) making sure
the class time does not exceed 4 - 6 hours, so as to ensure that the instructor doesn’t have to work too hard
for his fee?
o Our classes are not for clock-watchers. Our classes run longer than most in order to provide the best
		 possible learning environment for our students. Why? Because, we believe our students come to learn
		 and not just to satisfy the minimum requirements for a license by simply going through the motions.
Note: If you’re the type of individual that is easily satisfied by meeting minimum requirements, our classes might
not be what you are looking for.
Fact: If you are unfortunate enough to find yourself in a courtroom trying to defend yourself in a criminal case
for manslaughter, or in a wrongful death civil case, you will, most likely, not benefit much from blaming your unlawful or inappropriate actions on inadequate instruction from your CHL Instructor.
Our guaranty to you:
If, at any time during one our CHL Classes, prior to receiving your Form CHL-100 (Certificate of Training), you
are dissatisfied with either the quality or the length of the class, we will refund any and all fees paid by you, less
any range fees incurred, during the course of instruction.

Practice, Practice, Practice
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TEXAS CONCEALED HANDGUN ASSOCIATION
PO Box 161713, Austin, TX 78716-1713

Membership Application or Renewal
Name
Street Address
City

County

State

Zip Code

Mailing Address (if different)
Home Phone

Business Phone

Cell Phone

E-Mail

Membership Category: [Mark (X) By All That Apply]
 Texas Concealed Handgun License Instructor #
 Texas Concealed Handgun License Permit Holder License #
 Out-of-State Concealed Handgun License Instructor or Permit Holder #
 Active or Retired Law Enforcement Officer

 Concerned Citizen

 Current Member #

I want to join as:  Annual Membership (New member or Renewal) $20  3-yr Membership (New Member or Renewal) $55

 Life Membership $400
Payment Options:

 Cash

 Senior Life Membership $200 (65 years +)
 Check or Money Order

Card Number

 Credit Card (complete the following)

Expiration Date (mm/yy)

I wish to receive the Newsletter by:

 Email

CVV Code

 Paper

Referred to the association by:
As a member of the Texas Concealed Handgun Association, I will
1) Promote informed responsible handgun safety, ownership and education,
2) Uphold the Federal and Texas Constitutional rights and privileges of every law-abiding person to own, possess and
use firearms, and
3) Support the Texas Concealed Handgun Association's legislative and regulatory advocacy mission.

Signature

Date

If you are a Texas CHL Instructor, please submit a copy of your Texas CHL Instructor Certificate with this application.

www.txchia.org
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Texas Concealed Handgun Association
P.O. Box 161713
Austin, TX 78716
™ www.txchia.org

Check out our new Facebook page and friend us for all updates.

Help the Association Save Money...Check your membership expiration date and
RENEW your membership NOW!

To keep updated on Texas reciprocity, check DPS website at:
http://www.txdps.state.tx.us/administration/crime_records/chl/chlsindex.htm
or Texas Concealed Handgun website at: http://www.txchia.org/recip.htm
Be sure and check out the CHL forum on our website www.txchia.org
FIREARMS PROGRAM

Texas LawShield
Firearms Legal
Defense Program

Call 855-478-6607
www.texaslawshield.com

